
VELA Latin Office Chairs

VELA Latin 100

100 & 200

VELA Latin 200
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VARIANT:

VELA Latin is a series of ergonomic office chairs that support a varied and good sea-
ting position at home and work. VELA Latin Office Chairs are characterised by being 
of high quality and of a functional and elegant design with the possibility of easily 
adjusting the chair’s functions. This makes it possible to easily change one’s working 
position to support a healthy working position throughout a long working day.

BENEFITS

:: VELA Latin office chairs provide for a 
comfortable and ergonomic seating 
position

:: A VELA office chair makes it easy to vary 
one’s seating position during the day

:: VELA Latin can be fitted with various 
wheels or trumpet pads (for a fixed po-
sition) depending on the intended use 
of the chair

:: VELA Latin office chair can be customis-
ed with padding and increased height 
for use in higher office environments

VELA Latin 100 is equipped with a 

low backrest that provides 

flexible lumbar support.

A low backrest ensures 

mobility of the back, 

arms and shoulders.

VELA Latin Office Chairs makes it possible to sit in a slightly forward-tilted 
working position which is perfect for deskwork etc. A forward-tilted seat 
provides a slight bend to the lumbar area and a straight back. This ensu-
res optimal conditions for an ergonomically healthy seating position.

The VELA Latin series consists of elegant office chairs that make for a 
nice addition to the home or the office. The chairs ensure a good ergo-
nomic seating position – whether it’s for working, gaming or studying. 

VELA Latin is easily adjustable when it comes to the height, depth and 
tilt of the seat and the angle of the backrest. This ensures an ergonomic 
seating position that provides support and stability when sitting down for 
several hours a day.

Accessories: VELA Latin Office Chairs comes with optional height-adju-
stable armrests. Armrests may be useful as the arms are given support 
during work and when changing seating position.

VELA Latin 200 is suitable for 

persons with the need for a 

higher backrest or a larger seat. 

The backrest can also be 

locked into a fixed angle.



STANDARD CONFIGURATION
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 VELA Latin 100 VELA Latin 200

Height adjustment, gas 150mm (5.9inches), 200mm (7.9inches) or 260mm (10.2inches) 150mm (5.9inches), 200mm (7.9inches) or 260mm (10.2inches)

Sitting height v. 150 mm (5.9inches): 
39-54 cm (15.4-21.3inches)

v. 200 mm (7.9inches):
44-64 cm (17.3-25.2inches)

50-70 cm (19.7-27.6inches)

v. 260 mm (10.2inches):
60-86 cm (23.6-33.9inches)

v. 150 mm (5.9inches): 
39-54 cm (15.4-21.3inches)

v. 200 mm (7.9inches):
44-64 cm (17.3-25.2inches)

50-70 cm (19.7-27.6inches)

v. 260 mm (10.2inches):
60-86 cm (23.6-33.9inches)

Seat, width x depth 44 x 44 cm (Y-seat) (17.3x17.3 inches) 47 x 49 cm (CY-seat) (18.5x19.3 inches)

Seat tilt 9° (6° forwards, 3° backwards) 9° (6° forwards, 3° backwards)

Sitting depth 37-44 cm (14.6-17.3 inches) 33-49 cm (13-19.3 inches)

Backrest, width x height 37 x 30 cm (Y-back) (14.6x11.8 inches) 43 x 45 cm (CY-back) (16.9x17.7 inches)

Backrest tilt 23° (10° forwards, 13° backwards) 26° (20° forwards, 6° backwards)

Height adjustment of backrest 10 cm (3.9inches) 13 cm (5.1 inches)

Neckrest - -

Armrest padding 8 x 26 cm (3.1x10.2 inches) (accessory) 8 x 26 cm (3.1x10.2 inches) (accessory)

Armrest height, adjustable 0-24 cm (0-9.4 inches) (accessory) 0-24 cm (0-9.4 inches) (accessory)

Distance between armrests, 
adjustable

30-48 cm (11.8-18.9inches) (accessory) 30-48 cm (11.8-18.9inches) (accessory)

Seat rotation 360° 360°

Frame size Ø 64,5 cm (25.4 inches) Ø 64,5 cm (25.4 inches)

Chair’s weight 23 kg (3st 8.7lb) 24 kg (3st 10.9lb)

User weight 125 kg (19st 9.6lb) 125 kg (19st 9.6lb)

All VELA chairs are CE marked and comply with current 
standards.

A standard VELA Latin is delivered with a Phoenix pad-
ding which is durable, breathable and very comfortable. 
Special paddings are also available, as VELA has its own 
upholstery workshop with more than 300 types of 
foam, textiles and colours in stock.

ACCESSORIES AND CUSTOMISED SOLUTIONS

All VELA chairs can be ordered with a large selection of 
accessories and customised solutions so that the chair 
will be fitted to the individual needs of the user. VELA 
can offer customised solutions in padding, comfort, 
armrest, increased height, lining and special grips.

A complete list of accessories which includes item 
numbers, photos and descriptions is available at www.
vela.dk.

WHEELS OR FIXED POSITION?

VELA Latin office chairs are mounted with ordinary 
smooth-running wheels that are suitable for most needs. 
However, VELA Latin is also available with trumpet pads 
(without wheels) and with a wide range of special wheels.

:: Trumpet pads make the chair stand completely still, 
which may be of benefit when this is to be used in 
one place only

:: Slow wheels run with resistance, so the chair doesn’t 
move too much, thus supporting the user when stan-
ding/sitting

:: Wheels with a load brake which brakes the chair when 
there is a certain load on the chair thus ensuring a 
stable and safe work place. These wheels are especially 
useful at height-adjustable tables and when it is impor-
tant that the chair stands completely still during work

:: Wheels with a free-weight brake so that it can move 
only when there is a certain load on the chair. Espe-
cially useful when the user needs to be able to move 
around when sitting in the chair while keeping it 
completely still when getting up

:: VELA has solutions for various types of surfaces, 
including rugs, linoleum and tiles
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